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30 Picton Crescent, Narangba, Qld 4504

Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 5 Area: 1032 m2 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/30-picton-crescent-narangba-qld-4504-2


$1,020,000

Welcome to your dream home in the highly sort after Norfolk Lakes Estate Narangba, where luxury meets versatility. This

remarkable dual living property offers multiple living spaces, a convenient powered shed, an inviting inground pool, and

an abundance of new upgrades throughout. Situated on over a quarter of an acre, this is your chance to experience the

pinnacle of modern living.Experience Unparalleled Flexibility:Step into a world of boundless possibilities as you explore

the expansive living spaces within this extraordinary home. With separate living quarters, complete with their own

entrances, you have the flexibility to accommodate extended family, generate rental income, or create a dedicated space

for your personal retreat. The choice is yours.Spacious and Stylish Living:Indulge in the spaciousness and elegance that

this home has to offer. Every corner has been thoughtfully designed and meticulously upgraded, resulting in a harmonious

blend of style and functionality. Modern fixtures, high-end finishes, and an abundance of natural light create an ambiance

that is both inviting and inspiring.Powered Shed for Your Creative Ventures:Calling all hobbyists and DIY enthusiasts!

This property features a powered shed, providing you with the perfect space to unleash your creativity or store your

cherished belongings. Whether you have a passion for gardening, a collection of classic cars, or a need for a workshop, this

powered shed offers endless opportunities to pursue your passions.Dive into Pure Relaxation:Escape the stresses of

everyday life and immerse yourself in the tranquillity of your own private inground pool. Picture yourself basking in the

sun on lazy summer afternoons or hosting unforgettable poolside gatherings with family and friends. This refreshing oasis

is an invitation to create lasting memories and embrace the art of relaxation.Over a Quarter of an Acre of Paradise:Enjoy

the luxury of ample space and the privacy it affords, as this remarkable property sits on over a quarter of an acre. Embrace

the opportunity to cultivate your own lush garden, set up a playground for the kids, or simply savour the serenity. The

choices are limitless.Elevate Your Lifestyle Today:With its impeccable design, multiple living spaces, a powered shed, an

inviting inground pool, and an array of new upgrades, this dual living home in Narangba is the epitome of modern luxury.

Don't miss the chance to make this your forever home, where every day feels like a retreat. Seize this opportunity and

elevate your lifestyle to new heights.Call Gavin now to secure your exclusive viewing and witness the unparalleled

potential of this dual living masterpiece. Act swiftly to claim your slice of paradise in Narangba. Your dream home awaits!


